Team Meeting -- Week # 15
Date: 04/22/2020
Time: 9:00pm to 10:00 pm

PROTOCOL- Meeting only by Agenda

Officers Team  (3 out of 5 Officers)
- Jai
- ✓ Swamy
- Padma
- Ram
- Pavithra

EC Team  (5 out of 10 EC)
- Arun
- Mohan
- ✓ Prabhu
- Vinodh
- Poongodi
- ✓ Krithika
- Mahendran
- Shawn
- Shanker
- ✓ Raj

Charity - Vinodh
- ➢ Amount - 2117 + 320
- ➢ Rice drive 150 lbs collected
- ➢ 150 people collected food - delivered - Madhavi, Krithika next Tuesday - Food for life - Targeted to homeless people
- ➢ Grady hospital- ordering 30 pizzas
- ➢ House of Hope's and High tower Baptist association ordered masks
- ➢ Clarkston’s refugee camp
➢ Donations needed
➢ Hope of towers are also included
➢ Groceries are ordered from walmart
➢ Cookies and chocolates will also be delivered
➢ Will discuss with the charity team and see where it can be sent.
➢ Arun - email drafted to be shared to the president to confirm - for Fire stations food donation.

Thirukural neram - Mohan
➢ 70 Thirukurals so far
➢ Created a shared drive to public to reserve the Kural to avoid duplication
➢ Email blast has gone out

Athichuvadi Neram
➢ In planning

Kadhai Sola Vanga - Poongodi
➢ 1 video is gone out
➢ Planning in process

Tech Team
➢ Schools to be mentioned affiliated/ non affiliated.

Salesforce - Shawn
➢ Business requirement document will be shared to the Team - Cloud Q
➢ Venkat to follow with the document- licensing

Thamizhe Amudhe
➢ Guest speaker from Washington information to be processed

Magalir Vaarum
➢ Ladies will bring in ideas from Tamizhe Amudhey
➢ Videos to be asked from ladies to post on social media